The RebaPad is a certified medical device for pain therapy. The tissues are stimulated with focused electromagnetic fields (PEMF) and can be used for:

- Pain reduction
- Wound healing
- Soft tissue injuries
- Tissue regeneration
- Improved sleep
- ANS rebalance
- Increased energy
- Stress & stress related disorders

**Special features:**
- The device is battery-operated with a runtime of approx. 8 hours
- Audio support with the automatic test switching
- Continuous display of the test results
- Basic settings can be reset with the click of a button
- Provocation to determine the test suitability
- Volume of tones, therapy times and times between automatic switching are adjustable.

**Cloverleaf applicator**
The Cloverleaf applicator is used for therapeutic stimulation and can be placed on the body to cover a larger area during therapy.

**Disc applicator**
The Disc applicator is used for testing and therapeutic stimulation.

**RebaPad case**
The RebaPad case contains storage space for the device, all applicators, and pockets designed for all test kits used during PSE testing.

biomedicine.com/rebapad/
For over 20 years, our company, Ondamed Gmbh has been internationally represented in integrative and complimentary medicine with the innovation ONDAMED. Our newest technology addition, the RebaPad, was created by Rolf Binder in cooperation with Dr. Raimer Banis; this device has been further developed to reach a new level of the state of the art with many diverse application options.

The ONDAMED technology of PSE lies in the diagnosis of the person on an emotional, mental and physical level. With the ONDAMED therapy, as with PSE, we seek to find the root cause responsible for symptoms and disease processes in order to treat the patient in a focused and personalized way.

In PSE testing, the therapist confronts the patient with frequencies with the brain wave ranges in order to determine the level of stress resistance. The PSE testing offers the therapist a simple method to identify PSE remedies with most potential efficacy for the patient. The improvement of stress resistance over many years of use confirms the success of both the PSE testing and treatment.

**RebaPad Therapy**

A further new characteristic of the RebaPad is the therapeutic application. The device offers 8 treatment programs which can used for the following purposes:

1. Delta 5. Deltadorm
2. Theta 6. Antalgo
3. Alpha 7. Psychoautonomic regulation

There are 2 applicators available for your therapy:

1. The Disc applicator which has a point-shaped radiation and is primarily used for testing.
2. The Cloverleaf applicator, which can be placed individually on the patient’s body and provides a larger area for therapeutic stimulation.

**PSE Test**

The patient wears the disc-shaped applicator supported by a thin adjustable strap around their neck so that the applicator sits comfortably in the thymus region. During the usual test procedure, the four brain wave ranges beta-alpha-theta-delta are applied, while increases in intensity in each range from 0 to 99 are tested. Brain waves are interpreted as follows:

- Delta ➜ Vital
- Alpha ➜ Mental
- Theta ➜ Emotional
- Beta ➜ Causal

The RebaPad has a test interface for testing the disc applicator as well as for placing testing phials within the test interface. You are able to smoothly and quickly apply the test according to the PSE method. A special characteristic of the RebaPad is the option of automatic switching of the intensity settings, which enables a continuous flow of the kinesiology testing. The automatic switching can be adjusted to the speed of your liking. While you visually follow the parameter changes with the help of the switching of the lit up keys, you may additionally choose the voice activation option.

*The PSE test method is unique and unrelated to the ONDAMED technology.*